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I aspire to deadpan femininity. An anorexia of 
the encounter would be a gift card allowing 
for sadism and the feeling of smallness to run 
free like flies that shoot through screens.

—Lauren Berlant
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Cipher fluoresces red.

They attempt to kill your instant 
history of fire by revoking the privilege of 
air, as it were.
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Raw blank habits of the face open up to 
another mirror, like some 
violent muscle memorizing light.

we invent 
new skin  
in defense 
against memory.
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We allow the naive to feed, and

parasites recover to 

wild-type levels – 

behavior in the vector:
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[ {+,+} | {+,0} | {+,-}]

[ {0,+} | {0,0} | {0,-}]

[ {-,+} | {-,0} | {-,-}]

increase immunity. decrease disease. 
decrease transmission. decrease  
disease.

co-morbidities:
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this planet’s nuclear skin and minor 

egos; 

its supplies of imperial dead. 

Alumnae of static born into a  
mandala of neutral, and

 détourned under the sign of 

sleep. More managerial than 

menagerie; 

or meandering, and all through glass: 

 “Infinity Music for Self- 
Shattering Suicide Window.”
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II.

A script inside a disgusted anatomy.

Doxa arrays emblems

        into strategy;

while spring shareholders cleave the 

forced autumn

this stopping world jams inside

the paste of its own illegal archive, its

energy

despises a clock.
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the infant echo nurses the primacy of

silence // prototype of aural species is

always a dirge.

Infection sighs:

  how does this arena breathe?

and how should this linguistic spectrum 
expand?
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   Bear. Oxen. Bubble. 

Crash.

— Pith:

1. the essence of something

2. pierce or sever the spinal cord of (an 
animal) so as to kill or immobilize it.

we are talking about an actual fucking 
material loophole, here.
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III.

The rescue smoke opposed every  
alien love

and the multitude moved towards a  
pure music,

periodicity of sugar. how every  
competing sketch moans within the 
message.

and i am to project a continued  
person?

in this frustratingly normative plot?
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As a vague object, in an  
air so electrified

that its molecules register their own  
music, a cancer of multiples.

The more immaterial things become,  
the more borders matter.

To disrupt capital would be to  
destroy porosity. Our outer

cellular makeup regenerates every  
seven years, and this

movement (for what else is  
metaphor?) corresponds to caprices

of markets. The signal struggles  
against the 

poverty of flows, a rich muteness
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that moves through history rather  
than space,

like a high-speed trading algorithm. 
It rasps as the translate button

render the code’s staggered  
exhalations

as language.

And I am to compute this with my  
hands;

 this paper system,

  so slow, so soft.
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IV.

Files of flowers, chaos, amelioration, or 
subtraction: hospital

barrack, classroom, dormitory, cell, 
supermarket, train

car, waiting room: energy depositories — 
the slowest

spaces in which the Unworking exhales, to 
be converted

to tongues of desperate species. 
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The outgoing message was just a choking 
sound. 
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Wirelessly, mouths full 

of entropy + drift;

confined mortals value the  
Accidental. We bump

into a totality and excuse ourselves  
politely as reflex 

 alloyed to disciplinary  
habitat. like microns etched into  
glass.
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V.

Discrepancies in formal(ist) logic                         
(You are a stupid ego walking into a screen)

 can only be parsed in

 the grammar of spaces.

 The art plays whatever

 conditional appendix,

  before we incur more 
empirical baggage. A temporary  
mansion; a yielding charity.
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VI.

Subjectivity

is not a loss you can hold in your  
hands.

 The seven spheres of the  
seven elements of the seven paths to  
divine perfection all begin with it

 and end in drowning.

 May all billboard  
advertisements be composed

  of slash and breeze. 
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Ambit of life is reduced to that  
corrupt syntax. A sequence of  
frames. 

Chemicals that can be

  broken down like  
infants 

  retracing their steps  
back to the factory.
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The primitive self is the one

who cries when the eagle consumes  
his spleen;

the one who misses six other sisters;

the one whose belt binds a world

the sun is an overheated mass of  
quartz,

sublimating this silver collage of  
narrative.

sky is now full of

radar and secret war: 

death’s parabola glows a violent  
algorithm,

arcs, recirculates back to Genesis,

and goes black
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We will suffer these genetics together.
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VII.

Libet lag. waiting for 

new events to load, pausing

in their bilingual

ontological statuses, more caul

than lens.
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Flesh envelope of IP addresses

 installs a paradigm of No 
Sender.

We just want to crawl back inside,

uninscribed.

Be bare activity in the active. 

Subaltern math in the addictive

 empty. 
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VIII.

The anorexia of such encounters

constitutes only the screens

through which white bodies transfer. 

Cindy, tell me, What  
will they do with their lives?

Living quietly, like laborers’ wives?

If Baby’s on fire, Then,

bathwater = pivoting around

  a broken physic, 

   and aching in 
currency,

 and macroscoping

  the terror of the folds.
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IX.

Watching the women move

through 

the patois of 

blank spaces / as spatial products / of  
soft enclosure, 

 their cities, that could be

 anything but a matriarchal pattern;

 watching

the deaf plebiscite of violence 

in houses, it caters breath, unable to  
come in; cupping 

the environs of sugar, the kind of

murder that calms 

on the line. 
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like

internalized social death, 

once we’ve unionized half

of the blighted landscape. the muscle 

of a liberal thing fading into a matrix:
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X.

 x: the face, always  

       an unfamiliar shape of  
dragging tensile

            with all kinds of affective  
“What?”
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y: an altitude sickness bag with  
instructions for Spectacular  
Economics printed on the inside.
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z:        -chology of the tense, impacted

    decades *feeling(s) themselves* as 
sediment,

 though slick like a screen,

 or

 firmament

 in the theater of anti-, after 
the oculus has dragged closed —

slippage of the canonical eye as it 
decenters; a hypnic jerk.
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Codification and systemization of the 
‘self’: assertion of oneself into a world of 
graphic laws : opening oneself to judgments 
engineered by them.

 

(…But don’t judgments also arise out of a 
lack of production?)
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Embargoes and tariffs of the verb-economy, 
of encrypted metonyms for capitalist 
system(s): “Memory” is another word for a 
computer’s “store.”
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((Time-bound facsimile as pile of leaves.))

Shuttling back and forth in the sinusoidal 
forever; harrowing exchange of minor, 
contained emptinesses.

SERVER: How’s your morning goin’ so far?

GIRL: Pretty well. I painted.

SERVER: ‘Artsy’ painting, or like, you 
painted your house?

GIRL: Artsy painted. 

SERVER: Oh cool, what did you paint?

GIRL: A flower. A peony.
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Ambitions of content (“Table for  
one?”)

→ Sterilized de facto, by my own  
poverty.
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Empire promotes a set of  
uncomfortably-striated proprietary  
ethics (“thresholds that divide while 
binding”): owner / steward / laborer /  
server / consumer / peony. 

Shape is Empire

       Materiality is Empire

        Density is Empire

         Labor is the  
residue of Empire.
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-                      -   -   -   -

autoplastic adaptation ostinatos,  
adjacent to belief in hell 
the aleatoric uh uh uh my life is  
falling apart 
into a series of inanimate objects.
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gravity bruises its 
spatial missives upon the Me the 
material  
itself can be a clarifying tool yet

the self: all meaning 
 -deficiency.

Diastolic: ctrl + сумасшедшая / ∞ 

Systolic: 

IQ: 4
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Fathered pliancy into the matrix of 
disguises, 
proportions. geometry  
drunk and 
asleep at the pentagram.
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The state lays claim to our garbage,  
more 
failures of retention. 
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i only understand secretion 
as language – the latter 
as sets of tasks:

1. the smell of a shaved head 
 
2. the multiple genders of its hair 
 
3. scent transduced into 
 the lowest-common- 
denominator (plastic) 
 
4. ego as parlor trick, except it’s a  
bomb shelter. 
 
5. no erasure until you finish your  
barricade 
 
6. internecide, or, the venn-diagram  
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of everything that is wrong 
7. –its interstice: the telos of being  
wrong. 
 
8. undigested water.

 
9. the phrase “BLOODY WOUND”  
scrolling across an LED sign is  
represented by 91 dots. 
 
10. emergency is only a shape.

frustrated skin 
embedded into the labor that ate the 
membrane  
holding all of this together.
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protean value of of a name that spills  
and freezes across 
surfaces of reptile commerce; curates  
itself into patterns of death: 

i only evolve in one direction. 
i never know what to do with my  
hands, 
their argot made with air, just a hand- 
event

and that’s all. 

i don’t want fame i want 
<b>Egregore</b>.
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neon attacks in 
“false consciousness”  
Precariat columnar existence,  
how the crisis ethicist 
gets/disperses/replenishes 
its energy; 
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downloading ghost linkages upon 
       our b/o/d/y jars

 

the rare math of these 
death masks

 dumped out of its costume–

does

only emptiness 
resonate?
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FORTHCOMING:

EXCERPT FROM JUSTICE PIECE 
BY LAUREN LEVIN

I call A “she,” which is not her choice

The one that women want to fuck is everyone and no one

Katie taught me how to masturbate in high school.
She told me to lie under the faucet with my legs up. My 
ritualistic motions
while getting the tub ready – locked the door in 
expectation of my parents –
I remember nervous anticipation, I remember how hot 
to make the water.

I try to imagine justice as the opposite
of whatever the police do

It’s easy to mock joining groups
I mock joining groups myself, I mock it in my head
even as I’m doing it compulsively

Forever I’ve wanted to make a list of Berkeley Parents 
Network topics
and perform it at a reading
I think people would laugh why would we laugh

I don’t remember anyone saying the words to me
vulva, clitoris, vagina. I don’t remember wondering
where my penis was



like you read kids sometimes do.

commie cookbook
FANCY NEGATION
Bay Area Housing for Couples
Binders Full of Women Poets
Rad Jobs: Bay Area Listserv
Longfellow Community Association & Friends

My listening is shadowed by what I know

The anger that’s received when
a body won’t
belong to everyone

The McKinney, Texas pool party story broke this week
“A police officer in McKinney, Tex. was seen on video
pulling his gun on teenagers in swimsuits
and shoving a young black girl’s face in the ground at a 
pool party”

Her name is Dajerria Becton
I’ve seen her referred to as 14 or 15
he appears to be sitting on her with his full weight
twisting her arm and pulling her hair

A male was shoving someone’s face into the ground
A cop was shoving a girl’s face into the ground
A cop was shoving a black person’s face into the 
ground
A white cop was shoving a young black girl’s face into 
the ground
Officer Eric Casebolt was shoving a young black girl’s 
face into the ground
Officer Eric Casebolt was shoving Dajerria’s face into 



the ground
Eric was shoving Dajerria Becton’s face into the ground

The anger that her body received
when she spoke
when she appeared

Some older white women are hurling insults at young 
black women
Some white men are wandering around
like non-player characters in a video game
under the control of the computer
asking and seeing nothing
One white person says “Is this necessary”
One white person is filming the incident and will 
release it onto YouTube
One black person films an alternate view of the incident 
and releases it onto
YouTube

When I think “justice is served”
I think of what women do, serving, service work
But it’s interesting that this is an aggressive ‘served’ –
in the phrase “justice is served” there’s a missing 
object,
like, justice is served upon whom

In White Girls Hilton Als writes about his desire for a 
woman/girl
who is part-Jewish part-Latina but looks white (blonde).

I start doing genealogical word problems

in which I mentally fractionalize A



she’s 1/4 Mexican San Luis Potosi Chihuahua adoption 
finding your sister as an adult quiet about the family 
nicknames like Cootchie, Tank, Rat and Butt Austin 
housepainter schizophrenia fought Hitler hand-to-hand 
slept cuddling a bottle of Big Red at night closeted and 
un-closeted living at home the car-crash that killed the 
girlfriend working for the IRS passing down names

she’s 1/4 Norwegian Dutch Dakotan farming hearing-
child-of-deaf-parents Austin school for the Deaf 
working for the IRS stubbornly out in West Texas deaf 
and going blind keep going back there hit in the face 
while holding your baby married to the artist’s son with 
his car peyote telling your parents when the other ones 
are crying made-up names with no pronunciations Tara 
died of AIDS

she’s 1/2 Jewish schizophrenia bipolar disorder 
anorexia suicide Houston standing too close Andes 
mints colorectal surgeon lingering death diving into 
a swimming pool breaking his neck the harvest from 
the farm and the store possibly queer or a recluse 
or deriving her love from the community and not one 
person Louisiana becoming a phar macist bursting 
a boil on a penis 5 people with 6 or 7 breast cancers 
illiterate family capital insistence on passing down 
wedding rings embroidery South Jeff Davis Parkway

I learned to masturbate with my hands
sometime after Katie taught me how to masturbate with 
a stream of water
my legs spread, hands behind my head

I remember by the time I met T I told him I could come
in less than a minute



I had learned something

I didn’t know any words for my genitals
But that didn’t make them a blank
It just meant that they didn’t belong to me

Why are all the allegorical figures female

Mary Douglas said that dirt is just matter out of place

Airliners, metro trains, cars, mobile phones
umbilical cords, artificial wombs, hormones, electricity, 
or small boats

Why does justice make me think so much about 
touching
failures of touch
how does the work withstand violence

deadly devices deadly connections

Something in me wants to stay away
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